11.03.22

DP44WCA
Nature-Park nördlicher oberpfälzer Wald DLFF-0093
Castle Plössberg DL-04900

This friday after work started into direction DLFF-0093. Was last week printing the QSL-cards for the latest
4800 contacts from DP44WCA and searching for
a way to transfer the cards to our QSL-manager.
He is living in the area so had to choose a castle
close to him this time to avoid unrentable trip.
So temperature was just about 5 degrees and
heavy winds outside, so choosed again my standard location there beside a wood area where
you can remain a bit protected, anyhow quite
cool for the assembly.
Propagation soon appeared bad that day and
closer areas were only readible with low signal
strength. Started at 1336 with PD2GCM as first
station and after a short appearance on 40 meter
SSB changed the bands to 20 meter and later on
30 meter. 20 SSB was absolutely nothing. 20 CW
generated the total highlight when ZL3CW was
calling with 599 signal, incredible. Remember
very well that time when Jacky (F2CW) was the
operator at 3Y5X in 1985 which brought me close
to the top-score in DXCC.
30 meter was also not so eﬀective and later ended again on
40 meters CW and SSB. At the
end of the operation a heavy
blast brought my mast down
which I didn´t detect. When
going out of the car, found the
wires laying on the ground, so
last contacts were done on a
very low antenna-height :-).
In total 243 contacts with 36
countries. 73 CW and 170 in
phone.
Thanks for calling in and cu
from the next one
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Activities from nature-parks, nature-reserves, nature-monuments and castles
with green power under the calls:
DAØCW / DAØWCA / OK8WFF / DP44WCA / DQ11WCA / DR1ØWCA / DP7COTA

